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ABSTRACT
A population of 41 linear two-dimensional elliptic lartial differential
equations for evaluating numerical methods is pres£nted. Parameters are
included in 24 of the problems. allowing a much lalger population to be
generated. A subset of 20 problems have been included to eXhibit various
mathematical behaviors of interest. The remaining problnms are 8dapte~ f:rom
" rea l world" problems in various ways. An attempt is made to structure th~
problems and measure the complexity of problem, operator, boundary conditions·
and solution. The set of problems is given in Appendix I and a set with·
precise ELLPACK plus FORTRAN definitions for specific numerical values of the
parameters is presented in Appendix 2.
'.
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1. PRESI!NTATION OF TIff. PROBLEMS.

















• ROBLEM : 5
SOURCE: Artificial
.tEF: [HOUS'rIS 7B]. [HOUSTIS 77]
OPER: Const&nt coef., f entire
B.D. Dirichlet, Homogeneous
SOL: Entire
PARAM: a makes operator IIlOTe singular
without affecting solution
P.D.E 4uxx + uYy - au c f
noM: unit square
B.O : u = 0
TRUE: 2 (x2_x) (cos (2,,>,-1))
PMAM: O~Q <100
Note that "true" is the true solution and any lDIspecified functions (such
as f above) are determined so that true i~ in fact the solution. Any greek
letter (such as C1 ahovC") is a numerical pnTametnr of the problem and its range
is specified.
2. CLASSIFICATION OF TIlE PROBLEMS
In order to bring some structure into the population of test problems
considered we classify them according to source, and features of the problem,
operator. boundary conditions and solution.
I
3
2.1 Problems Classified by Source.
A. Problems used in previous studies: There are nine problems which
have been used in previous studies and which we include so as to provide some
comparison with those studies. In some c~scs we have parametrized the problem
and in all cases we have normalized the solution to have a maximum value close
to 1.0. The roctangular domains have all been standardized to the unit square
o ~ x. 'I < l.
B. Artificial problems The 20 prohlems: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7. 8, 9, 10,
11, 12. 13. 14, IS, 16. 17. 18, 3D, 38, 39. 40, 41 exhibit various mathematical
behaviors of interest. hut they are not dedved from "real world" problems.
C. Problems adapted from the IIreal woTld". A persistent difficulty is
the desire to have problems wJlich represent the "real world" and the necessity
to know their true solutions. We have sometimes defined problems by taking
explicit functions as tho physical solutions of various problems and then
detormined the appropriate forcing functions and boundary conditions needed to
make the functions the true solutions. Also. series or polynomial solutions
generated for various "real world" problems were considered as true solutions
by appropriate modification of the real problems. Problems 6. 19. 20, 21, 22.
23. 24, 25, 26, 2i'. 28. 29. 31. 32, ~3, 34. 35, 36. 37, were adapted .in this
way.
For some problems wo take as true solution a finite-Fourier series
interpolant of a discrete appToximatc solution of the "real problemll • The
operator and boundary conditions are then modified to m~ke this the exact
solution.
from a (artificinl problem) to 10 (actual real world
4
Many. if not most J physical phenomeJlR art· governed by nQnlinear operators
and wo can extend this approach by chos in~ not 'lnly forcing te11ltS but also
oporator coefficients so 8S to obtain linear problems whose nature is similar
to the "real world" problems. Problems 19, 20, 21, 22, 23. 28, 37
been generated in this manner. The problem source is represented by a numel'ical
parameter PI :g:
problem) .
PROBLEM COMPLBXITY CLASSIFICATION: The problem complexity is represented
by the numerical parameter P2 whose numerical values are· determined according
to the following scale.
00 : simplest
30 : some complexity, typical of idenlized physic31 models
so : rather messy with one or more substantial complications
90 = very complex problem. probably requires special analysis lll\d
computational techniques
2.2 Problem Features. We classify the operator. b01.Uldary conditions and
solution according to smoothness and local variation. A one-dimensional scale
0-100 is used even though there are vorious rather independent properties thlt
can be called smoothness or local variations. Thus the nUmerical values of
these features arc somewhat subjoctive hut we think they are useful for
classifying problems.
Smoothness refers to mathematical properties of the fmctions for
operators involved and the scale is, roughly:
'.
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00 = entire functions or constants
10 = analytic; very well behaved
30 a very smooth, some higher derivative (5 or 50) discontinuity possible
50 = still smooth, third derivative discontinuity possible
70 • not rough to the eye, but possibly only 1 continuous derivative
80 a continuous, functions might be theoretically smooth but rough on
a gross scale
90 a possibly discontinuous, ne~rly singular functions or operators
100 '" strong singularities like l/x or 1/](.2
Local variation refers to how much n function changes (relative to its
size) in a small part of its domain. Thc~H1 va.riations might be oscillations,
wave fronts, peaks or boundary layers. The scale we adopt is:
00 = very smooth, uniform
10 '" mild variation. probably convex, some non-uniformity
5in(2x), e3x on [0,1]
2S = modest variation or oscillation; mild wave front or peak
5in(6x), 1/(I+100x4) on [0,1]
40 = considerable peak or oscillation; change of ~gnitude occurs within
10-IS\ of domain
60 = sharp peaks, wave fronts, boundary layers or cscillations; 100\ change
in magni tude occurs wi thin S!!I of domain
75 = practically n discontinuity in magnitudej continuity observable
only with a fine scale examination
90 = actual discontinuity in magnitude; extreme oscillation, step
functions or SIN(300x) on [0,1]
6
The characteristics of a particular problem are represonted in the fo~
* Pl,P2, 01.02, Bl.B2, !';l.S2
where PI ~ Problem type
01 = Operator Smoothness
81 = Boundary conditions
smoothness
51 = Solution smoothness
P2 = Problem Complexity
02 ~ Operator local variation
82 • Boundary condition variation
52 = Solution local variation
Preliminary values of the characteristics are given for some of the problems in
. the equation file EQNPTI. of Appendix 2. These values are subject to change as
we make the numorical classification more consistent.
2.3 Tables of Problem Charncteristic!;
We also present a simpler classification of the prublems in Tables 1-4.
Table I presents a classification according to operator type and boundary
condi ticD type. Table 2 presents a list of characteristics like "peak",
"singular", "osciJlationll , etc. for the 41 problems. Table 3 lists all prob..
lems according to propertios of the operator and right ~ide of the PDE. Finally,
TobIe 4 lists all problems according to the smoothness of the solution. This
smoothness depends on a paramoter for some problems and we choose a "no1."lD8111
value of the parameter for the class! fication in this table.
.'
























TABLE 2 LIST OF CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH PROBLEM
(liP,: paramet1"lzed problem; F. = Entire: C .. Constant; S ': Singular
P '" Peak; CC .. Comput. Complex; DIl = Discont. Derb.; 0 ;: OscUlU ;
IJ ': Uiscont.; BL" Boundary Layer; WF • Wa"e Front; SO:::. Singular Deriv.;











































































































































































































TABLE 3 CLASSI FICATJON or PROBLEMS WITH RESPI:CT TO SMOOrnNESS OF nlE OPERATOR
(C '" Constants; E .. e"tire; CC :::r Computational Complicated;




























TABLE 4 ClASSIFICATION OF PROBI.EMS ACCOROING TO SMOO'I1lNESS OF TIlE SOLUTION
(SO ~ Singular Derivatives; BL ~ Boundary Layer; WF ~ Wave Front)














Two files EQNFIL and MACFIL give actual BLLPACK plus FORTRAN implementation
of each test problems. The non-parametrized problem of BQNFIL are written
as follows:
RECORD Number
Characteristics of the problem (PI.P2, 01,02. 81,82, 51,52)
Problem compatibility (14 items currelltly checked)
Keywords concerning the operator
P. D. E operator in ELLPACK input format
Keywords concerning the houndary condttions
B.C. in ELLPACK input fonnat
FORTRAN functions for true solution. coefficients of operator
and boundary conditions
For the parametrized problems a MACRO is created on with the parameters
separately identified by the character "fill following by the name of the
parameter.
From each MACRO a record is created in the following ...ay:
RECORD Number
problem characteristics
EXPAND MACRO number 1"1'"2' ...• "pl
where nl •...• np are numerical values
of the problem
for the P parameters
The MACRO expans i on record is in EQNF IL and the parameterized problems
are in MACPIL.
Copies of these files arc given in Appendix 2. In Table 5 we graph the
record complexity in the scale defined in section 3.
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(eXYu ~ x + (e-xyuyl y - u/Cl+x+y) .. f
unit square
U 0 0




REF [1I0USTIS 75], [1I0USTIS 78]

























REP [SHULTZ 73] ,[1I0USfIS 75], [1l0USTIS 78]












D.C u .. 0
TRUE c eXeY (x_x2)(y_y2) , c. 3.
PARAM
..__ . ----- ...._--_._--








" -2Poisson. Right-side function of x /2
Singular for a ~ 3
Oi richlet, Ilomogeneous
"/2 "/2Function of x , y

















OPER Self-adjoint, non-constant coef., discontinuous coef.
B.C. Dirichlet
SOL. Singular Solution derivative
POE
PARAM None
«1 + (X-.4)2)ux)x + uyy • f '"
DOM unit square
B.C. u 1:1: g










~,B adjust contribution of terMS to mixed boundary condition





Be au + Su I:: 0 for xa::O,l ; u 2 g for yaO.lx
TRUE .xp(2(x+y)/(2+x-y)-2) + loglO«X+l)/(y+l))




OPBR Non-constant coefficients, Singular operator
B.C. Dirichlet
SOL. Boundary layer
PARAM a,& determine near singularity of operator, B introduces






Uxx +uyy + a/Cy+e)uy ~ f
unit square
u • g
B 222(y + cos(xy )-I)x (X-I)




B.C. Singular boundary conditions
SOL Singular Solution Derivatives




Uxx + 2 Uyy + 3 Ux - 4 uy - U m f
unit square
Be u=O, y~O; U=Y, x=O; UD~, x=l; uml.-.8a+alx-.SI. yzl
TRUe Y(I-.aJ-Y+a!x-.aI 2-y) + xye-XY(y-l)







PARV a ~ S adjust the shape and strength of the x "drop off"
PDe
DOM unit square
BC U .. g
"
TRue
PARJ\M 0 ~ a, !3 ~ 10
PROBLeM: IB
SOURCE: Artificial





SOL Boundary layer tyPe
PARAM c<.~ adjust the shape and strength of x "drop Of{!1








PARAM o ~ a. S. ~ 10
PROBLEM: 19
SOURCE: Adaptod frOlu the nonlinear problem of deternining the
laminar steady flow of n non~Newtonian fluid
REF [AMES 65]
OPER Self-adjoint, non-constant caef. of variable smoothness,
singular coef., possible
B.C. Mixed, Homogoneous ..
SOL Analytic used as initinl guess for the nonlinear problem
POE
OOM
PARAM IX is a physical parumeter
(wux) x + (wuy ) Y = f , w = [(Tr""x) 2 +
[.5,l]x[.5,l]
Be auax a 0, X = .S; u • 0, x~ 1. audy m 0, y a .5; U • 0. y • 1.
TRUE simrx sin 11)"
PARAM -~ ~ a < 1
PROBLEM: 20
SOURCE: Adaptod from the nonlinear equation U xx + uyy '" fJ'u which
is of interest in diffusion-reaction. vortex problems and
electric space ch~rge considerations.
REP [AMES 65]














TRUE 10 'f(x) If (y) + a, If (x) • e -100(x-. 5) (x2-xl
PARAH o < a. < 20
PROBI,EM: 21
SOURce: Same 8S problem 20





PARAM C1 adjusts coefficient of u and singularity of- operator
uxx + Uyy - wu • (l-p) &P, p .. sinl'l1'x sin4wy + u. 'PeP
[0.15].[0•. 25]
DC u .. g
TRUE Unknown
PARAM 0 < a < 20
PROBLEM: 22
SOURCE: Adapted from the problem of elastic plastic torsion of a
rod with square cross-section of side 28
REF [KACHANOV 63]
OPBR Self-adjoint. Discontinuous ooe£. derivatives
B.C. Dirichlet





(~ u.) •• (~Uy)y
unit square
3.. f, G • 7.8SxlO , • < .0025 - 19.4/•• 236 ••. 0025
wh-;re a _ ((True.) 2 + (True
y
) 2)"















Wave front in x~dircction
8 and b are physical parameters, the Junction ~(x.y) reflects
POE
different physical situations




u = o. x .. 0,1;x
cosnx('!'(y)+I) • ,defined in Problem 8
PARAM The values a • 387.75, b .. SO. and a .554.5, b a .544
have been used previously for 1.1 t:r 1/(8+bH), 1..1 = H-1 exp(H/Ca+bH» and









Adapted from real problem
[BEHNKE 6B]
Non-constant cocf., Possible singular coefficients
Dirichlet, ho~ogeneous
Unknown
R, C and B are physical parameters. R adjusts singularity








B.C. : U::It 0
TRUE Unknown
PARAM We have R = 1/250. C • 1, and a • 1 Dr 10
PROBLEM: 2S
SOURCE: Adapted from real problem
REF [BEHNKE 6B]
OPER Non-constant coefficients, Oscillatory
B.C. Mixed boundary cond OJ Small coeff., Homogeneous
SOL. Unknown











Values to be used are: c-l; h • sin(nxy) or
hasln(lOOnxy); g(x)-a and a-$cl/6 for £ .1,.1,.01,.001.
PHOBLEM: 26












PAAAM 1 < R. < 10
SOURCE: Adapted from real problem
REP [BEHNKE 6B]
OPER Non-constant, s~ngular coefficients at the boundary
B.C. Dirichlet. homogenoous
sm.. Unknown





+ - u• xUxxPOE
OOM [O,l]x[O,l]
DC u • a
TRUE Unknown
PARAM C ~ 1 has been used previously.
PRom.EM: 28
SOURCE: Adapted from the balance equation in meteoro~ogy
REP [POX 62]
OPER Non-constant coeff .• cross derivative term
B.C. Dirichlet. ho~ogencous
SOL. Unknown






P ,', + gjJ + vjJ + SjJ + tjJ = g't'xx xy yy xy
p" f. v t:: - 2(Truo)xy' g .. f + 2{True),xx
s c: f
x




B = I,lv and 100 have been used previously.
•
REF L. Fox, 'Numerical Solution of Ordinary and Partial Differeutial
equations'. Pergamon Pross 1962.
PROBLEM: 29
SOURCE: K = 1 Potential of electric~ magnetic Kn~ gravitational
fields~ steady flow of heat. electric current Dnd ideal
fluids
K ~-l Streamlines of steady fluid flow
K • 3 Torsion of a shaft





PARAM K is a physical parameter
PDE uxx + urr + ~ u, = 0
DaM Unit square





K ~ ± 1, ± 3, 5 have been used previously.
D. Greonspan, 'Lecture. on the N1DDericHl Solution of Linear,





OPER Variable smoothness coefficients, Possible s~ngularities
B.C. Dirichlet~ homogenoous
SOL. Analytic
PARAM: a adjusts smoothness of uperator coefficients without
affecting solution.
POE -(xaUxl - (yaUylY + (xylau • f
DOM unit square
,"
Be U II; 0












Uxx + uyy ::> -1
[-I,IJX[-I,IJ
auav+ u - g
22 4 22 4
-~ (x +y 1 + aD + ~ (x - 6x y + y 1 +
B 6 2 4 4 2 6 Ba4(x - 28x y + 70x y - 2Bx y + y 1 +
a6(x
12 - 66XlOl + 495x8y4 _ 924x6y6 + 495x4y8
_ 66x2yl0 + yl2 )
ao •• B21564, a2 = 0.01440, a4 •.0000493, D6 • -.00000064
PARAM None
PROBLEM: 32
SOURCE: Shear stress in helical spring
REF [eOLLATZ 66]
OPER Possible singular coefficlent~
B.C. Dirichlet, Hom.ogencous
SOL. Entire. Ritz method approximation for R ~ S. 2G~ a 1





Uxx -+ Uyy + R~y Uy - 2.G)' • f I, >.. <: sinacosa/R
[-.5,.5]x[-I.,I.]
B.C. U ::I 0
TRUE unknown in geneTal. (1_y2)(1_4x2)(S_y)3C8+bY). a •. 0010185.
b •. 0004B38 for R = 5, 2GA • 1
PARMi 0 ~ a ~ n/2 2 < R < 10. 1:: C ~ 106
PR08LEM: 33











2 2 14476 4 2 2 4











PDB "xx ." • fyy
DOM [O,I]x[-I,I]











(xl • ae IX. (I-a) 0









SOL. Analytic approximate solution for a physical problem
with boundary condition u • Q.
PARAM: None





• x4 _ 6x2y2 + y4
,.
• x8"2
" • 1.17B6 - .2 "I •• 006 ("2 • 3 "1) ••ODI9"1
PROBLEM: 36












xx x x x2 yy + ....!. cotx
1 u a Cy
DOM [D,l]x[O,l]




SOURCE: Adapted from the nonlinear minimal surface equations
REF [AMES 65].





























Poisson. Right-side function of x • y
Si.ngular for a ~ 3
Dirichlet
Function of xa/ 2• yal2
« adjusts singularity strength
"
PDE u + u • fxx yy
DOM unit square













Entire - to singular
PARMf E1,b,c adjust tho smoothness of the solution and operator ,_
4
PDE (2 + (y-l) c·
ay
) Uxx + (1+I/U+(2X)b»uyy + c(x(x-l) + (y-.3) (y-.7)u • f
DOM unit square
B.C u r:; True
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.. 000.07 00S.05 000.00 00S.05
* 2000002002002
SELF-ADJOINT $ T~O DIM~NSIONS
EXP(X*Y) UXX$ + EXP(-X*Y) UVVS - 1./(1.+X+'() US • FeX,V)
2 HOMOGENOUS S DIRiCHLET
2 X"'O •• u=o.
2 )(:l •• U=O.




3 FIX ::: PI-X
3 PY"'PI*Y
:J SPX "' SIN(P>.:)
3 SPV = SIN(PY)
3 EXV = EXP(X*V)










• 000.05 000.00 004.05 010.02
.. 2000000000022
l HID DIMENSIONS
1 UXX$ + (1. +V*Y) uws - UXS <1. +'1"*'1') UV
1 = (-4. *l<*X.X+18. -)(-)(-14. -X+2. )t1ALOG( 1. +Y*V)
1. - 2.*((X*X-X)**2)*CY*Y+Y**3+V-l.)/(I.+Y*Y)
2 HOMOGENEOUS $ MIXED
2 X-=O •• HIXEDc(l.) U (-1.) ux = O.
2 X=l •• HIXED=(l.) U ( I.) UY ~ O.
2 Y=O •• MIXED:(I.) U (I.) ux = O.
2 Y=1..MIXED=(1.) U (-I.> UY '" O.
3 FUNCTION TRUE(X,Y)




• 000.02 004.00 000.00 006.00
* 2020221002002
POISSON S CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS S T~O DIHEH9IOHS
UXX' + UYVS '" 6.*x-Y*ExP(x+y).ex*Y+)(+V-3.)
i~ HOMOGENEOUS S DIRICHLET
2 X=O •• U=O.
2 X=I •• U=O.
? Y=o •• u=o.
2 Y=1..U=O.
3 FUNCTION TRUE(X,Y)





SELF - ADJOINT S T~O DIMENSIDNS
COEFI(X.Y)UXX , + UYV = F(X,Y)
DIRICHLET
X aO••U • TRUE(O •• V)
X =1 •• U • TRUEH •• V)
y =0•• U .. TRUEO(.O.l
y cl. ,U-'" TRUEeXoI.)
FUNCTION COEFl(X,Y)
COEFI .. 2.

















3 F"X2 = .7 + .51f(X-.4) ~. CX-.4)"2/(1+)(If>()
3 D2F"XI == O.
3 RX2Pl "'" 1./(I.+X"X)
3 D2FX2 "'- 2••t;1X2Pl-4.*X.CX-.4).t;1X2Pl••2-2•• CX-.4) ••2*RX2Pllf.2
3 S -4 ••X.CX-.4).RX2Pl••2+4.*X.CX-.4)••2.RX2Pl ••3
3 F = COEF1(X.V).ANINICD2FX1.D2fX2).Cl.+(V-l.)••2.EXP(-V»




3 rX2 c .7 + .S.(X-.4) + (X-.4)"2/(l+X*X)

























002.00 000.00 DOS. 00
----------------------------------------RECORD 10
• 000.03



















• 008.22 040.20 000.00 008.30
• 2000201002002
1 T~O DIMENSIONS
1 UXX$ + UYYs + COEFU(X,Y) U = r(X.V)
2 HOMOGENEOUS S DIRICHLET
2 X"'-O •• U=O.
2 X:=l •• U=O.






























































































































000.35 080.40 000.00 OGO.50
2020121002000
POISSON ~ CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS $ T~O DIMrNSIONS
UXX! + UYV$ = D2P(Xl'PCV)+P(X).D2P(Vl
DIRICHLET
x=o •• l/=TRUEex. Vl
X=l •• U=TRUECX, V)
'1'=0 • • U=TRIIEex. V)









Xl = .5 E
X2 = .5 + E
IFO( .LT. Xll GO TO 1
IFex .CT. X2) CO TO 2
DPHI =: B - A
OX c: >(2 - Xl
P ::: A + DPHI.CX-Xl1"3"'{DX.*3)-3.'DPHI.(X-Xl)O'3*{X-X2)











Xl '" . 5 - E
X2=.5+E
IF(X .LT. Xl) CO TO I
IFex .GT. X2) GO TO 1
DPHI = B - A



























































$ 12.*CSII ()(-Xl l··e-ex-xc)




































EXPAND 4/50 ••• 117/
000.00 008.25
--------------- - ---- .._------------------
RECORD 28
It 000.21 040.60






















T~O DIMENSIONS $ POISSON $ CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS




'r' = O.• U '" O.
'r'=:1..U"'O.
FUNCTION TRUE(X.'r')
DIMENSION XB(4). YB(4). nB(4). C(ll>










































































CABS (X, Y) '" SQRT (X*X + V.'I)
ReST = x - 1./2.
RSNT = V - 1./2.
R = aRBS (ReST. RSNT)
SUM=R*R/4.
L = 1




T£HP = RCST*RKCSKT - RSNT-RKSNKT
RKSNKT '" RSNT*RKCSKT + RCST*RKSNKT
RKCSKT = TEMP
IF ((K.Gl.2) .AND. (HOD(K.4l.NE.O» GO TO 1
L = L+t
SUM'" SUM i ell) • RKCSKT
CONT INUE
DO 2 1=I.NZB
ZR = X - XBtI)
ZI = Y - YBU)
I-JR = OABS (ZR. Zl)
IF (WR.NE.O.) l-lR '" AU1G(l-lRl
IH '" aFiRG eZR. ZI l
IF el-lI.GT,FlBCIll l-lI '" !-II - nmPI
TR = ZR-l-lR - ZI-l-lL
TI '" 2R-l-/J + ZI -\.JR
l = L+ 1





REFIL FUNCTION QFlRG (x. Vl
DFiRC '" 0





EXPAND 5 ....PI ....
RECORD 33
• 000.12



















- --- - - - ---- - ----------- - - - -- - ---_.._--- --
PECORD 36
• 000.2"1








• 000.06 006.10 000.00 006.10
EXPAND 6/3.14159265358979,3.14159265358979/
RECORD 39
II 000.12 006.30 000.00
EXPAND 6/3.14159265358979.10./
RECORD 40
• 000.11 006.30 000.00
£XPAND 6/10 •• 3. L4159265358979/
RECORD 41
















II 008.26 098.60 000.00 006.05
II 200000000200222
1 T~O DIMENSIONS
1 UXXt + 1./X••2 UVV$ + 2./X UX! + GCX.V) UVS + U-Fex.V)
2 DIRICHLET
2 X-;: o. U ;: TRUECX.\')
2 X ::I 1. ,U::I TRUE<X.V)
2 Y = o. • U = TRUE<X,V)
2 V = I. • U c TRUE(X.Vl
3 FUNCTION TRUEeX,V)








3 r", 1. + 1,/X"2 + 2./X "'" Gex.V) + 1,
3 r = F II ExpeX+Vl
3 RETURN
3 END
----------- - ------ ,-- ------------_.--------
RECORD 45
" 00B.07 010.20 000.00 002.10
II 200000002200022
1 T~O DIMENSIONS
1 A{X.VlUXX$ + Bex.V)UXVS + cex,v)uvv • Fex.v)
2 DIRICHLET
2 X ::I O•• U=TRUEeX,V)
2 X '" 1. • U=TRUEex.Vl
2 V = O•• U=TRUE<X,Vl
2 'I = 1. • U;:TRUE(X.V)
J FUNCTION ReX,V)
















J TRUEY = -6.aeX-3.·Y)
3 RETURN
:3 ENU
3 fUNCTION F(X. Y)
3 TUXX '" 2.
3 TUXY = -6.
3 TUY'I = lB.







































• 008.29 090.85 000.00 004.05
_ 2000002002002
1 SElf-ADJOINT S TUO DIMENSIONS
1 P(X.YlUXXI + pex.V)UYY$ + DXP(X.Y)UX $+OXP(X.Y)UY-F(X.Y)
2 DIRICHLET
2 X " o.• U=TRUE(O •• Y)
2 X = 1., U ",TRUEel •• Y)
2 y " O•• U :rTRUEex.o.)
2 Y = 1. • U "'TRUEexol.)
3 FUNCTION P<X.V)
3 COMMON ,1PARS,I C1. C2
3 DATA Cl.C2,1.01706E+J•• 00362E+3,1
3 f1 = (X.X-l. )*eY.Y-l.)
3 D:<Fl = 2,.X*<Y."2-1.)
3 DVFl = (XoX-I. )*e.*v
3 UX = Cl*OXF1+ce*n)<fl*(X*X+V*Y)+Cc*Fl-2.*X
3 UY = Cl.0Vfl+ce.DYfl*(Xol<+V·V)+ce*f1*e.-x
3 A = (OX*Ux + UY*UV )".5
3 P = 7.996E+3




C COMMON ,1PARS,I CI.ce
3 f1 = (X*X-1. ).(V"Y-I.)
3 DXfl = 2 ••X*(Y••2-1.)
3 n"'FI = eX.X-I.).2••Y
3 UX = Cl.DXFI+C2.DXfl.(X.X+v.... )+ce.Fl.e••X





























A ~ (U~.U~ ~ UV*UV ).-.5
OXP '" O.











F1 '" (X-)(-I. )11('1'.'1'-1.)
DXFl = 2. -X*('1'''2-1. l















-- - ---- -- - --_.- - - - - ---_ ..------------- --------
009.07 010.05 000.00 010.15
2000002002002
SELF - ADJOINT $ T~O DIMENSIONS
uxx ~ + UVY J + 3./(5.-Y)UV = Fex,v)
DIRICHLET
X = -.S • U = o.
X = .5, U = o.
Y=-l .• U=O.
Y = 1. • U '" O.
FUNCTION TRUEO':, '1')
DATA A.B /.0010185•• 0004838/





U = CI.-Y••2l*CI.-4.*X••c).CS.-Y) ••3*CA+B*Y)
UX" -8.1I>:*CI-y"c).CS.-Y) ••3*(A+S*V)
UXX = wB.*(1.-Y.*2l*CS.-Y) ••3*CA+B*Y)
UY ~ (1.-4 .•X••2)*CB-2.*A*Y-3.*B*Y••2)*(S.-Y) ••3
$ -(1.-4 .•X••2).CA+B*Y-A*"'••2-B*Y••3).3.*CS.-V)··2
Uyy c: (1. -4 .*X"2). (-2. -A-G. *8*'1')*(5.-'1') ••3
























It 000.11 006.30 000.00
EXPAND 18/10 •• 3.14159265358979/
006.30
-------_.- ---~. --_ .. _._---------_ .. -- --------
RECORD 55
l' 000.11 006.30












00B.07 010.20 000.00 006.10
200000002200022
TIJO DIMENSIONS
A<X,Y)UXXS + BCX.Y1UXY$ + cex.Y)UVV ~ FCX,V)
2 DIRICHLET
? X '" O•• U..TRUI::(X.VJ
2 X " I. • U"'TRU[O(. Y)
2 'r' - O•• U"TRUEex,'r')
2 Y = 1. , U"'TRUE( X. 'n
3 FUNCTION A<X.'r')




















3 TUXX = EXP (X+Y)
3 TUX'r' = TUXX
"3 TUYV = TUXY











002.00 000.00 DOS. 00













EXPAND 10...5 .• 3./
010.50 000.00 020.40
------------ -- ------------ ----. -_.._------
RECORD 62
" 000.41




















009.04 002.00 004.08 00S.05
2020221000022
POISSON $ CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS $ fl.1O DIMEr"SIONS
UXXS • UYV$ '" -1.
MIXED
X=-I. , NIXED = e-1.) UX (1,) U .. -DU1(-l •• V)+TRUEt-l.,Y)
2 X.. 1. • HIXED IE C 1.) UX Cl.)- U '" nUl( 1•• V,~TRUE( 1•• '1')
2 '1'''-1 •• NIXED" (-1.) UV (I.) U =-DUl(-I •• )<.·TP.UECX.-l.)
2 '1'= 1. • MIXED'" ( 1.) UV (1.) u'" DUl( 1 •• X ~wuE(l(1 1.)
3 FUNCTION TRUE(X.V)
3 COMNON /PARS/ AO.A2.A4.AS
3 DATA AO.A2.A4.A6 /.821564.-.0144•• 0000493.-.0000(106-1'
3 X2 cr x-x
3 X4 ., X2.X2
3 ><6 = X4*><2
3 X8 c X6*)o(2
3 XIO c >:8.X2
3 XI2 .. XIO·X2
3 '1'2'"''1'·'1'
3 '1'4 =. Vr!IOV2
3 '1'6 " '1"'*'1'2
3 '1'$1 '" '1'(.*'1'2
3 V lO '" ~·B-v2
3 ','12 " '1'10-'1'2
3 lRUE = -.2S-CX2+V2) + AO + A2*eX4-6.·X2·V2+V4)
3 $ + A4*CXB-28••XS*V2~70.*X4·V4-2B.·)(2*vS+V8)





J COMMON 'PARS' AO.A2.A4.A6
3 X2=X·X
3 X3 = )("X2
J XS c X3"X2
3 X7 '" X5-X2
3 X9 = )(7*X2
3 )(11 = )(9-X2
JV2"V-Y
3 '1'4 = '1'2"'1'2
J '1'6 '" '1'4-'1'2
3 VB c VS-V2
3 '1'10 '" VB-Y2
3 DU1 '" -.s-x + A2*(4.*X3-12.*X*V2) +
3 $ A4*CB.*X7-168••XS*Y2+2BO.*X3*v4-SB.*X*VS) ~





" 00B.07 002.01 000.01 OoS.OS
.. 2020221002000
t POISSON $ CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS $ T~O DlMENSIOHS
1 U><X$ ... LNV$ ,. -I.
2 DIRICHLET
><"-1. • UcTRUE(-1..V) $ X=I. U..TRUEU •• V)
2 V=-1. • U"TRUEeX.-I.l $ V-I. U..TRUEexol.)
3 FUNCTION TRUE(X. V)
3 ><2 = ><*X
3 X4 " ><2*X2
3 X6 = )(4-X2
3 ><8 '" X6*X2
:1'1'2='1'*'1'
3 '1'4 = V2_V2
3 V6 = '1'4*'1'2
J VB = '1'6*'1'2
3 TRUE = 0.295776 - .25*eX2+Y2) +
~ $ (-1447S.*(X4-S.*X2*Y2+V4) +






008.10 006.20 000.10 006.25
2022221202000
T~O DIMENSIONS $ POISSON t CONSTANT COEFFICIEKTS





































X=O. I U::<TRUEW •• VJ S X==1.. U:cTRl.JE(l..Yl









EDlFF ~ EKIX EK2X
Fl = A*EDIFF + EK2X
F2 = a-EDIFF
Y21 = 1.-Y.V

















DEDIFF '" DEKIX - DEK2X
nOFt = A*OEDIFF + DEK2X
DOF2 = B*OEDIFF
UXX = Y21*(DDFl + Y21*ODF2)
UYY '" -2 •• CFl + 2."( 1.-3.*V*'O-f2)




~ 009.10 002.00 000.10 006.50
• 2022221202000
1 LAPLACE $ POISSON $ COriSTANT COEFfICIENTS
1 T~O DIMENSIONS
1 UXX' + UVY$ = O.
2 DIRICHLET
2 X=-1. ,U:TRUE(-·l.,Y) $ X=I. U==TRUEU •• V)
2 '1'=-1. • U:TRUE(X.-l.) $ Y:l. U=TRUE(l<.1.)
3 FUNCTION TRUE(X,Y)
3 )(2 = X*X
::l :<4 = X211X2
3 XS = X4·X2
3 )(8 = X6"X2
3 '1'2='1'·'1'
3 '1'4 = '1'2.'1'2
3 '1'6 = '1'4.'1'2
3 '1'8 = '1'6*'1'2
3 Ul = X4 - 6.11>;2-'1'2 + Y4
3 1)2 = )(8 - 28.*X6*Y2 + 70.*X4.Y4 - 28.-><2-'((; + '1'8
3 U3=V2+3.IIVI
















EXPAND 13/1 •• 2••• 5/
RECORD 73
000.23 030.30
EXPAND 13/23•• 2 •• 1./
RECORD 74
" 000.18 010.30
EXPAND 13/10 .• 11 •• 0./
RECORD 75
" 000.23 030.30
EXPAND 13/100.,2 .• 2./
RECORD 76
" 000.18010.30
EXPAND 11/10 •• 4 •• 1./
RECORD 77
It 000.16 006.25
EXPAND 13/4 .• 5.• -0.5'"
RECORn 7B
It 000.16 006.25
EXPAND 13/3 •• 6 •• 2./
RE.CORD 79
" 000.15 006.20






EXPAND 14/1 ••• 1.2.5/
RECORD 82
" 000.21 OSO.OO






















































• 000.12 010.20 000.00 020.15
EXPAND 10~5 •• 3.~
pf.Ctwn a9
" 000.22



































1 POISSON S CDtfSTAtIT COEFFICIEmS • no DltEJiSIDf'6
1 U~Xt + UYVI • FCK.Y)






3 COMMON /PARAM/ C,CAAl.AHe,INITL
3 DATA INITL/l/
3 IF (INITL .EO. 0) GO TO 10
3 C ~ 1./(""A··(""/=I/(I.-"A»
3 s --..../=I.·(I./(I.-""F!»)··2
3 ' CAAI .. C*..A*("'R-1.)
3 FlN2 <:I ...A-2.
3 INJTL 'CI 0
3 10 CONTINUE




3 COMMON /PARAM/ C.CAAl,~,INITL
3 IF CINITL .ED. 0) GO TO 10
3 C "' 1./("A··( ...A/(1.-"'A»
3 11 -"'A"<I,/(1.-...A»))·-2
3 CARl <:I C....R.( ...R-l.)
3 AM2 = ~A-2.
3 INITL :: 0
3 10 CONTINUE
3 If"( X.EO.O••OR. Y.m.O. ) CD TO 20
3 F .. CAAl.CX••AM2.(Y A-V) +
3 t Y••AM2.(X· A-X»
3 RETURN





1 CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS S TWO DI~IDNS
1 4. UXXS + U~VS -AA U a Fex,V)
2 HOMOGENEOUS I DIRICHLET
2 X"'O •• U.. O.
2 X"'l..UtlO.
2 V"O •• U"'O.







3·, CTP.,. '" COSCTl.IOPI-V)





1 CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS • TWO DIHEHSIDHS
1 UXXt + UVVS - 100. U • .S*(AAaa2-JOO.).COSH(~)'COBH(AA)
2 DIRICHLET
2 X"O"U"TRUEeX,V)
2 X"'l •• U~TRUECX,V)
2 V=O •• U"'TRUE(X.V)












1 POISSON I: CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS $ llIO DltEtI9UlfS
1 UXXt + UYYS ~ Fex.'r'>
2 DIRICHLET
2 X=O •• U~TRUE(X,Y)
2 X=l •• UzTRUECX.V)
2 v~O •• U:TRUE(X.Y)
2 Y..1.. U..TRUEex. Y)
3 FUNCTION TRUE(X,Y)




3 TEMP r AA.«X-,5)••2+(y-AB)••2)





1 POISSON S CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS S TUO DI~I0H9
1 UXX' + UV'r'J • Fex.y)
2 DIRICHLET
2 x-o .• U-TRUEex, Y)
2 )(-l •• U-TRUEex.'r')




3 TEMP l:I )(-'1'+2.






3 1-1 D X-V+2.
3 R III 1-1--5
3 9 = 1.+1-1-_4
3 U"R/5
3 AU rr "'A-U
3 RX '" 5.-1-1--4
3 RXX .. 20. -1-l.-3
3 9X .. 4.-\.j-.3
3 5XX III 12 *1-/••2
J 52 " S-5
3 53 :- 52-5
3 UX rr e5-RX-R-SX)/92
3 UXX III eS2-RXX-R.S-SXX-2••S.9~.~+2.~9X••2)/S3
3 CAU .. COSeAU)
3 SAU " SJNeAU)
3 UXX III "'A.eCAU.UXX-"'A-SAU.~.UX)













UXX$ + UVV, + (l.+S!fIe"'A-X») UXS











3 BXMV ~ -B-CX-Y)
3 UX • -B-COSCBXNV)
3 B2 ,., -B_AB
3 UXX a -B2-SINCBXH¥)
3 U a COS(AB-Y)+SINCDXnY)
3 UVV ~ -B2-U









2 X'" .5 • NIXED" C1.)UX a O.
2 X'" 1. • MIXED" (l.W II O.
2 V=: .5 , MIXED:I: (1.)UY '" O.
2 V'" 1. • HIKED .. (l.W '" O.
3 FUNCTION ~CK.V)
3 PI .. ReoS(-I.)
3 ~ II ((PI-CoS(PI-X)-SINCPI_Y».-2 +




3 PI '" ReOS(-I.)




3 PI c RCOS(-I.)








3 PI = RCOS(-I.)
3 PI2 '" PI - PI
3 SINPIX '" SIN(PI_K)
3 SINPIV '" SINCPI-Y)
3 COSPIX <:: CQS(PI-X)
3 COSPIV ~ COS(PI*Y)
3 TU =SINPIX.SINPIY
3 TUX c: PI-COSPIX-SINPIY
3 TUXX = -PI2-TU
3 TUV c PI-SINPIK_COSPIY
3 TUVV '" -PI2-TU















-X_·AA UXX$ -Y_.AR UVV' +AR.X_(~I.) UK ,
+-A*V--CAR-I.)UYS + CKeY)_AAU • FCK,V)
HOMOGENEOUS $ DIRICHlET
)("'0. U'o:::O.
X II 1. U '" O.
V = O. U II O.
Y c 1. U II O.
3 FUNCTION TRUE(~.V)




3 E~P~ a EXpeX)
3 E~PV • E~P(V)
3 E~EV3 ~ 3.·E~X·EXPV
3 YMVY ,. V - V-V
3 ~M~X ~ X - ~-X
3 TU ~ EXEY3eXMXX*YMVY
3 TUX ~ E~EY3-(I. - X -x*~)-YMYV
3 TUX~ '" EXEY3-(-3-X- X-X)*VI1YV
3 TUV a EXEY3-(I. - Y - V*V)*XMXX
3 TUW ~ EXEV3_(-3*Y-VWV)_XI'OO<
3 F • -x•• ~A .TUXX - V-. ~A • TUVV + ~ • X"C ~A-l.)·TUX +







1 U~X $ + (l.+~.X)UW s -VUX ~ F(X,V)
2 MI~ED
2 X -0. ,MIXED a C~A)U - (AB)UX -0.
2 X 31. ,MIXED. (AA)U - (~B)UX • 0,
2 V =0••U" TRUEeX.O.)
2 Y -I ••U'" TRUE(Xtl.)
3 FUNCTION TRUEeX,V)




3 P= 2.-(X+Y)/(2.+X-Y) -2.
3 D~P m 4.eel.-V)/(2.+X-Y)._2
3 DXXP ... -2.eC4.-4._Y)/(2,+X-V)--3
3 DVP =4•• (1.+X)/Ca.+x-V)-*a
3 U .. EXP(P) +ALOCI0«X+l.)/(V+l.»
3 UX .. DXP-EXP(P) +1./eX+l.)
3 UXX '" DXXP.EXpep)+DXP.-2*EXP(P)-1./(~+1.)"2
3 UYY a DVYP.EXP(P)+DVP.-2.EXP(P) -1./(V+l.)"2




Xml, , U_TRUEU •• V)
"1'=1 •• U-TRUE(X,I.)••
2020221002000
POISSON $ CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS I TWO DInENSIONS












BX '" (S-X)--3DDH ... 6 ••)(_B__3
DH '" DOH-X/2.





DFE • DG/H - C*DH/(H··2)




























3 DS - 2.-FE-OFE
3 DDS. 2.*(FE_DDFE + DFE-OFE)
3 SINXV - SINeX-V+.5)
3 EE • EXP(-V*V-S)
3 UXX • -SINXV - EE-eDDS-D~-D9)







uxx, + UYVS - EXpeTRUEex.v» UI - r(x.v)
DIRICHLET
X"'O •• U-TRUE(O •• Y)
"1"'0. , U-TRUE(X.O.)
FUNCTION TRUEex.Y)
























































I POISSON I ·CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS s nlO DlPEtlSIOrtS
1 UKXS + UVVI 'II (.S*AA)*( .5*..,A-l. )*(X-Y).*' .S....A-2.)
1. *ex*x + '1'."1)
2 DIRICHLET
2 X"O•• U..rRUE(o.,Y) S X-I•• lJ-TRUEU •• v)









COEFI(K,V) UXXI + COEF2(X.V)
or rex. V)
DIRICHLET
x-a•• U"'TRUE(O .. Y)
'1'''0 •• U-TRUE()(, 0.)
FUNCTION COEFICK,Y)
COMMON / PARS ~ A.B,e
DATA A.H.C /AA,AB,AC/




COMMON ~ PARS / A.D.C






















3 COHMON / PAR9 / A,B,C




:3 COMMON / PARS / A.Bre
:3 F = 0.0
:3 IF (ex .ED. 0.0) .AND. <8 .LE. 3.0» RETURN
:3 fl",)("f'V••2
3 Pi ::l (2.*)0••(8-1.)
:3 DP! ~ 2.*<B-l.)*C2.*X)..CB-2.)
:3 Dnp! .. 4.*CB-l.)·CB-2.).C2.*X)"CB-3.)
:3 DENI tI·l. + PI
:3 Ul '" fV'DENl
:3 UXXI p -(2.*<!. - Fl*DPl/DENl)*DPl + Fl*DDPl)/DENl--e
3 UYvl .. 2./DEN!
3 E2 .. EXP(-A*.,..··4)
3 U2'" Cl.+)()*(Y-l.)*E2
3 UXX2 to 0.0
3 UVY2 .. (-4.*A*E2*«5.*Y-3.) - 4*A*.,..··4*CY-l.».""••2).Cl.+X)
3 C3 '" CQStX*Y)
3 53 '" SINeX*V)
:3 XY3 .. X+Y
3 U3 .. C-)o("'3*C3
3 UXX3 .. -.,..*(2.*c-93 + v*U3)
3 UVV3 ~ -X*(2.*C*93 + X*U3)
3 COEI .. 2. + (V-l,)*E2
3 eOC2 .. 1. + 1./(1.+2.*X*PIJ
:3 COE3 .. C*(X*CX-l.)+(Y-.3)*CY-.7»




3 COHMOM / PARS / A,B,C
3 TRUE ~ (~+Y-Y)/{1.+{2.-~)"{B-l.»
3 A + (Y-l.).(1.+X).EXP(-A*Y**4)







1 UXX S + UYY , + AA/(V+AE)UV • F{~.Y)
2 DIRICHLET
2 X =0. , ~TRUE(O •• Y)
2 X =1. , U::IITRUE{l •• Y)
2 Y ~o. , U::IITRUE(X.O.)
2 'I ::01. • U"TRUE(X,l.)
3 FUNCTION TRUE{X.Y)




3 F1 a ya.AD + C09(X-Y~Y) - 1.
3 DXFl =-Y-Y.SIN{X-Y-Y)
3 DXXFl a -Y._4_CDS{X_Y*Y)
3 F2 a X-X-(X-l.).{X-l.)
3 DXFa .. 4.-X--3 - G••X-X + 2••X
3 DXXF2 ::I 12.-X-X - 12.-X + 2.
3 UX .. DXF1-F2 + Fl*DXF2
3 UXX ~ DXXF1*F2 + DXFl.DXF2 + DXFI-DXF2 + Fl*D)(Xf2
3 DYFI • AB·y_a(AB-l.)-2.·Y_SIM(X_Y*Y)
3 DYYFI a AB*(AB-l.)aY._{AB-2.)-2._9IN(X*Y*Y)-3' (2.-Y)-.2*cosex-Y*Y)
3 UV • DYFI-F2
3 UYY m DVYFI-F2






1 UXX • + a.uvv • + 3.U~' -4.UV. -U .. Fex,Y)
2 DIRICHLET
2 )( .. o•• U .. TRUECO•• V)
2 X .. 1•• U .. TRUE(l •• V)
2 VIIO•• U-O.
2 V .. 1. , U .. 1. - .r;....A + ...A!tAB90(-.8>
3 FUNCTION TRUEex.V)





3 Q .. (2.-V)*ALOGCABS(X-.S»
3 P .. 1.-.e*"'A••C2.-Y) + ...AwEXPCQ>
3 DXQ = (2.-Y).ceX)'ABSCX-.S)
3 DXXQ = -(2.-V).ceX)••2/(X-.S)••2
3 Dva .. -ALoccABSCX-.S»
3 DWQ .. O.
3 DXP .....A*nxa*EXPCQ)
3 DXXP .. "'A*nxxa*EXPCO)+AA*nxa••2-EXPcQ)
3 DVP ~ .8.ALOG("'A).EXP«2.-V)*ALOG(~»
3 DVYP II -.B.ALOG("'A) ••2.EXP«2.-Y)*ALOG(~»+
3 "R*DYVa*EXPCQ)+"'A*Dyo••e*EXPCQ)
3 U ... y.p + X*EXP(-)(*Y)*CY.Y··Y)
3 UX II Y*DXP + (l.-X.Y)*CY*Y-Y)*EXP(-X.Y)
3 UKX' a Y*DX'XP-V*(V.V-Y)-EXP(-K-Y).(2.~-Y)
J UY - P + EXP(-X-Y)-C-X-Y*.3+X-Y--2+2.*X-V-I.)
3 UYY ~ DYP -X-EXPC-X-Y)-(-X-Y--3+X-y-y+e.-X-Y-l.)
3 t + Expe-X-Y)-C-3.-X-V-y+e.*X-Y+2.-X)











1 UKK S + (l.+X.Y)UYY I COS(X)~ • -EXP(-K)UVS+3.u-G(X.V)
2 DIRICHLET
2 K ::I O•• U III TRUE(X.Y)
2 X ::::r I •• U '" TRUEO.,Y)
2 'I' ::::r O•• U a TRUEe)(.o.)
2 V "" 1. • U '" TRUECX. 1. )
3- FUNCTION TRUECX. '1')
3 COMNON /PARS/ A.B
3 DATA A.B /AA.AB/
3 BM3 ::::r CS-X) ••3




3 COMMON /PARS/ A.B
3 BX ~ eS-X)-*3
3 DDH II 6.-)(-S**3
3 DH .. DOH-X/2.
3 Hili. + DH*X/J.
3 C-A*CH-l.)
3 DG 1'1 A.DH
3 DOC II A-DDH
3 FE a G/H
3 DFE a DC/H - C-DH/CH*-2l
3 DDFE a (H*ODG - 2.*DC-DH - C-DDH + 2••t-DH-~)/H*e2




SELF ADJOINT • ~O DIMENSIONS
P~K(X.V)UXX.+PAK(X.V)UYV+DXPAK(X.V)UMS+DYPAK(XtV)uv_F(X,y)
MIXED
X.O •• MIXED~ UX -0.
Xal •• MIXED- UX • O.
y-o., MIXED- U =TRUEex.V)



















































DXP2 = -HX"'H*.2*EXP(WC~A+..B.H' )+l.~CH)V(4t+~BwH)'·
:3 OS • 2. -FE-DFE
:3 DDS • 2.*CFE*ODFE" + DFE-WE>
3 SINXY • SINCX-V+.S)
3 EE • ~P(-V·Y-S)
3 UXX • -SINKY - EE*CDDS-OS*DS)
3 UYV • -SINK"" - £E.2.*C1.-2••""-"")
3 UX • -2.*nFE*FE*EE + C09(X-Y+.S)
3 UV • -2.*Y*EE - cosex-v+.S)




































































:3 caMMON ....DATA.... PI
:3 UX • -PI*SINCPItlX).CPCV)+l.)
3 UY • COS(PI-X>tlDJPeV)
3 H ~ (UX-UK + UV*UY)••S
3 UYV ~ COSCPltlX).n2P<Y>
:3 UXV ~ -PI-SINCPI*x).DIPCY)
3 HY IIr 1./HtlClJ)(tlU)('r'+UVtlUVV)





3 COMMON /DATA/ PI
3 UX ~ -PI*SINCPltlX).CPCY)+l.)
3 UV • CQSCPI*X).DIP(Y)
3 H ~ (UX-Ux + UY-UY)•••5




3 EXPX ~ EXP(X)
3 REXPK :tI 1. /E)(PK




3 COHMON /DATAI' PI
3 UX ~ -PI*SINCPI-X).CP(Y)+l.)
3 UY ~ CQSCPI*X).DIP(V)
3 H E (UX_UX + UY*UV)••S
3 UXX c -PI*PI-COSCPI*X).(PCY)+!.)
3 UXY a -PI.SIN(PI.X).DIP(V)
3 HX .. 1....H.WX.UXX+UV.UXV)
3 TERM : EXP(2••~B.H)
3 DXP3 a -AA.HX/H••2.CTEMP-l.)/(TEnP+l.)




3 COMI1ON "'DATFV PI
3 UX a -PI.SIN(PI.~).CP(V)+l.)
3 uv a COSCPI*X)*DIP(V)
3 H .. (UX.lJ)( + UV*UV)..S
3 UVV • COSCPI-X)*D2PCV)
3 UXV • -PI*SIN(PI.X)*D1PCY)
3 HX • 1....H.ClJ)(.UXV+IN*UVV)
3 $: EXP(H"'CAA+,.B-H»
3 TERM ~ EXPC2••AB*H)
3 DYP3 = -~A.HV/H**2.(TEMP-I.)/(TEMP+1.)




3 COMMON ...DATA' PI
3 UX a -PI.9IN(PI*X)*(P(Y)+1.)
3 UXX • -PI*PI*COSCPI*X)*CP(V)+l.)
3 UY ~ COSePI*X)*DIP(V)
3 UYV = COSCPI*X)*D2peV)




3 A • 1.
3 B • O.
3 E 15
3 Xl 5 - E
3 )(2==.5+E















































































F II U)(l<' + l'VV - ...R-U
RETURN
END
\
,
